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SUMMARY 
 

Securing of the accessibility of historical cultural heritages in the world has many 
subjects under the World Heritage Convention and the Cultural Properties Protection Law. On 
the other hand, there are sightseeing needs of elderly people and people with disabilities for 
these cultural and historical assets, and it is required the more accurate maintenance of these 
facilities. About the accessibility in historical and cultural assets, the offer side performs 
maintenance of software and hardware, and it is made to access for them to historical and 
cultural assets as much as possible. In this research, at Himeji Castle of world heritage, it is 
carried out the examination for accessibility of a visually impaired person and a wheelchair 
user. Himeji Castle is preparing that look at repair much closer in several years after.  

As a result, it is mentioned as a barrier for the road surface by the wheelchair user 
and the visually impaired person. It is turned out that the production of environment which 
can feel and understand all together, and the obtained value for sightseeing is a keyword. 
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1. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
 

Securing of the accessibility of historical cultural heritages in the world has many 
subjects under the World Heritage Convention and the Cultural Properties Protection Law. On 
the other hand, there are sightseeing needs of elderly people and people with disabilities for 
these cultural and historical assets, and it is required the more accurate maintenance of these 
facilities. About the accessibility in historical and cultural assets, the offer side performs 
maintenance of software and hardware, and it is made to access for them to historical and 
cultural assets as much as possible. As a concept which made the basis of the right for people 
to access culture, it is taking the position of securing access to historical and cultural assets as 
much as possible, examining a certain alternatives also when it have difficulties, and the 
maintenance of historical and cultural assets must be minimized for preservation of cultural 
properties. These two approaches of corresponding as assisting by someone must be taken. 
Between the compromise of preservation of cultural properties and smooth accessibility, there 
is a consciousness difference by people and it is required to agree each other. In working on a 
concrete maintenance policy, it is important that the approach carried out inclusive 



approaches.  
In this research field, at Himeji Castle of world heritage, it is carried out the 

examination for accessibility of a visually impaired person and a wheelchair user. Himeji 
Castle is preparing that look at repair much closer in several years after. As an examination 
method, it is selected the part for securing accessibility, it is evaluated difficulty and a 
maintenance scale for a wheelchair and visually impaired person. About the part considered 
that maintenance is required, user investigation was practiced and it has been grasped the 
problem by the situation of a barrier.  
 
2. The barrier-free maintenance policy in historical cultural assets 
 

It is important for barrier-free maintenance of cultural assets to secure the 
accessibility under a historical value as much as possible. Therefore, in those barrier-free 
maintenance, the 4 ways are exists: 1) to repair a building according to the law of a safeguard, 
2) to install a temporary facility, 3) to use a virtual alternative tool and assistive device, and 4) 
human care. It is required to consider the concrete maintenance management with a sufficient 
balance about hardware, software, and alternatives. Moreover, an agreement is needed 
between compromise of preservation of cultural properties and barrier-free maintenance about 
a barrier-free acceptance. Therefore, in examining the concrete maintenance way, it is 
required to carry out with a citizen participation type.  

The policy of the barrier-free maintenance in historical cultural assets is the 
following.  

1) A local check according to user participation 
2) An investigation of the barrier-free maintenance based on the task taking into 
consideration the viewpoint of preservation of cultural properties  
3) Implementation of maintenance and a measure  
As a historical cultural assets - Himeji Castle which many natural level differences 

exist, it is investigated about the accessibility of a tourist route, and it is considered future 
barrier-free maintenance in this study.  
 
2.1 An accessibility survey of the route for a visually impaired person  
 

In order to investigate a visually impaired person's access, three visually impaired 
persons extracted the barrier of the route used as a general tourist route. As an examination 
method, it is set up passing difficulty.  

As passing difficulty, there are 33 places for the level A (even if there is a care 
worker, a risky is an exist to passing), 23 places for the level B (it is passes, if there is a care 
worker), and 22 places for the level C (even if there is no care worker, it can pass 
independently). And the level D (having with no problem) is 10 places. Examples are the 
following.  

1) Difficulty level A (difficulty prediction of some gutters)  
Since a lot of gutter with a difficult of expectation are existing inside a castle 

in a footsteps or a slope, the risky of falling exists. As a countermeasure, It can be 
improved by placement of narrow grating and a tree operculum.  

 
2) Difficulty level A (Footsteps where the tread inclined)  

The height of the footstep is about 16 cm and the tread is about 107 cm. And 
the tread inclines about 17 degrees at the maximum. Therefore, according to the 
recognition that the tread of a simple functionalize is always level, that it is had the 
opinion that - if there are not level in footway- a trouble was dangerous for people 



with visually impairment. Since the quality of the materials are a stone and concrete, 
it will be easy to slip if it has some rains. These can consider maintenance of a 
footstep which loses the version of a tread, considering the information for a 
landscape by making a convey structure for a care worker or a visually impaired 
person.  
 
3) Difficulty level B (failure by a small level difference)  

Most of visually impaired persons are always walking using a white cane. 
Inside a castle, many big gap differences until it exceeds 2 to 10 cm are seen. 
However, many failures were seen with the level difference of 2 cm - 4 cm. As the 
reason, the slight gap in a slope has a problem. Some small stones are embedded at 
the fixed interval into the slope, and it causes a small level difference. In a case of 
leaving gaps, it is required a prompt device. 

 
2.2 Results of an investigation of a sightseeing point for visually impairment person 
 

The most important thing for sightseeing is "whether what do they experience with 
historical cultural assets and what do let them know" for sightseeing? However, a castle has 
much difficult place of physical alteration. It is also conducted the survey of the sightseeing 
pointing in each participants. The subject (1) is in the state where a total blindness and the 
subject (2) can have a light perception, and the subject (3) can have a partly seen in central 
areas. Specify of the sightseeing point was actually difficult. However, the visually impaired 
person mentioned the following view as a few obtained sightseeing points.  

They indicated for as below; as the experience of a defense factor which has the 
winding route in a castle, the remark of the care worker of carrying out the depuration once 
for the year is as a experience of a sense of the season, and the difference in the color of a 
stone wall and the contrast of between a white wall and a roof are as an external appearance 
or landscape of a castle. The information which can be experienced and understood is much 
more important at these points.  
 
2.3 An access survey using a wheel chair  
 

It is started preservation works at Himeji Castle from 2009 till 2014. The elevator for 
visitors is installed into the duration. The accessibility of a wheel chair will be secured under 
a castle. Therefore, it is conducted the route survey from entrance to castle tower for the 
wheelchair user. It is conducted the survey with the following protocols.  
 

/A survey of the barrier on a wheelchair user and care workers  
/The selection of a part and the typing of passing difficulty which should consider 
barrier-free maintenance based on the result  

 
It is classified into three types which can respond according to an improved of a 

large-scale improved, which requires a little route improvements, a wheel chair, maintenance. 
About the part for barrier-free maintenance to be required, It is conducted the survey by user 
participation, and have grasped the problem by the barrier or care.  
 
2.4 Results of an investigation  
 

About the investigated route, it is possible to pass a maintenance and a fire truck 
vehicle. Therefore, it is a route which there is no footstep and formed of the pair of a small 



gap and a slope. However, the route has many barriers, such as a level difference, a gutter, a 
steep slope, and it is difficult to pass for wheelchair user. alone. Therefore, it is classified 
three passing difficulty. It is classified the difficulty into three types; what requires a 
large-scale route improved, the thing which requires a little route improvement, improvement 
of a wheel chair.. The trend of a barrier and the problem of care were as follows.  
 

Slope - Difficulty level B  
This slope is an object for automobiles and this is not made supposing the 
use with a wheel chair.. There is 2cm difference of gaps. The transverse 
section of a slope is an arch, and it is unstable and it is hard to reach it.  

 
Gradient, Gap, Bounds - Difficulty level A 

There is a level difference from 5 to 13 cm. Moreover, there is a slope of 4 
to 14.5 degrees in the middle of a slope, and difficult to care.  

 
Gradient, Gap, Bounds - Difficulty level A 

There is a slope of from 12 to 17 degrees, a distance is long, and very 
difficult to care. In the middle of the slope, there are five steps of level 
differences of 6 cm, and they make care the trouble further.. In the case of 
getting down, even if it uses a simple slope, a gradient is tight, and it is also 
high-risk for a care worker..  

 
Gradient, Gap, Bounds - Difficulty level A 

The gradient of a slope is from 7 to 13 degrees, and a maximum level 
difference is a 6 cm. In the case of getting down, even if it uses a simple 
slope, a gradient is tight, and a slope sliding on the whole wheel chair.. 
Moreover, a simple slope will be like a see-saw by the level difference and a 
gradient, and care is difficult.  

 
A conclusion, a discussion, a thereafter  
 

The fortress heritage had much barrier and it was difficult to gain a historical value 
information for the visually impaired person. Especially,	 even if there was a care worker, it 
had the irregular level difference, a gradient, the gutter where a prediction is difficult in these 
section. These barrier did not exist in the daily living. An occur level difference and a gradient 
are included to use stones, such as pavement, footsteps of a historical heritage material. 
However, since these have contributed to a part of historical landscape, it cannot be removed 
them easily. As the countermeasure, a treatment of a stone, and it is training for the expert 
guide which the visually impaired person's walking style and route are well known.  In 
addition, it have to be improved the situation where they can experience and learn about a 
historical value. It can be considered the model as the way which can be touched, and can be 
checked the form of ruins with a guide or an audio assist equipment. That is, it is important 
that a visually impaired person can enjoy the value not only from maintenance of an 
accessibility side but also from other method without visually approach. A wheelchair user is 
the same as a visually impaired person, and the barrier in many cases is the level difference 
and gradient by pavement. Furthermore, there is also much tight place of gradient of a slope. 
In the case where it is install a temporary slope, it is required to unite between accessible and 
the landscape for every places.  

After this investment, it is opened observing facility for repair based on this result. 
As a concept, it is had the slight revision, and it is improved of a road surface, the revision of 



a level difference, the loan of the high power electric wheelchairs, etc. Finally, a wheelchair 
user can enjoy the scene from the carry top, and there are remaining some works for visually 
impairment persons. 


